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What do you think has been the contribution of the marketing function, the product design function and the
operations function to the success of Swatch? Thus, the marketing strategy in line with its new design had
attain a marketability extended to ignore social stratification. Schindler had actually developed a standardized
elevator as part of the Swatch Project in , but Napoli 's decision to sell only standardized, non-customizable
elevators in India was a transformational shift in corporate strategy. Just because pagers are wrapped around
our wrist and that has the same quartz technology does not mean they work like watches. A reason why
Swatch is so famous today is partly because of its enthralling history. Here are his take-aways: A "swatch"
strategy of low-cost market entry was the wrong choice. Customers often bought Swatches in bulk,
coordinating different watch styles with their wardrobes, something that Rolex and Casio have not done. The
lab of Dr. Instead of producing digital pager, they can use the digital technology to produce digital watches
with Swatch brand name. Japanese companies have profited from this, while Swiss companies still need to
make an entry. In the 's, the name of the game was to produce low-cost products by employing methods of
mass production. Originally sold as disposable watches, they are now sought by collectors precisely because
of their creative designs. The production process having designed to be more efficient than its competitors
allowed for the manufacture of cheaper products. And, finally, Swatch had configure itself in order to swiftly
develop and launch new products, speedily manufacture these products, and deliver them to a more
sophisticated, demanding, and competitive marketplace through the use of cross-functional and concurrent
engineering structures and processes Carter, Melnyk and Handfield,  The company overcame the crisis and
was actually responsible for the survival of the Swiss watch industry. The strategy was based on vertical
integration, decentralized marketing, and portfolio management. Swatch has a wide-range of watches to suit
practically all tastes and ages, but one thing is common between all its four rangesthey represent freshness and
trendiness in their designs. The channel strategy: Swatch promoted and sold there watches in supermarkets,
food stores and small boutiques situating it in those places you dont attract the normal person that has already
come to the decision of buying a watch you attract the person that just encounters it in their daily life and will
buy it although they never actually thought of buying a watch. They should promote such campaigns in U.
Swatch with its innovative thinking not only created a new face for Swiss watches but also kept the majority
market share of watches in the nation of Switzerland. Timex in  So in order to achieve a positive net profit,
SMH always has to look into increasing volume sales, or to compensate by increment in price in high-end
watches. Manufacturing strategies of lean production, inventory reduction, and just-in-time were copied from
the successful Japanese manufacturers, who established themselves as world-class, low-cost cheaper producers
Jurkus and Willins,  The global success of Swatch and its brand association revived the sunken Swiss
company, and its other products such as Omega and Rado. Until the s watches were considered purely
functional items that one wore to tell time. You are on page 1of 4 Search inside document 1 Why was the
Swatch so successful? Its business model is highly disruptive, and while disruptive innovation can be a good
thing, it is also true that disruptive companies tend to break things. The product strategy: I do agree, if swatch
did not exist, Swiss manufacturers would have lost huge market share in the sale of watches because of the
high prices. Problems in Swatch and SMH Even though Hayek was successful to take SMH to greater heights
and regain global market share, Swatch and SMH still faced problems as of , despite its sales of 26 million and
cumulative sales surpassing million. Drugs: Lee Cronin, a chemist at the University of Glasgow wants to do
what apple did for music but with prescription drugs. Their skills and mastery lies in centuries old
craftsmanship of watchmaking and not automobiles. The swatch team decided that the Swatch would have a
unique message, one unlike that of any other watch brand in the market. What about the pricing strategy? This
is where Swatch built its competitive advantage.


